
JDW: Your ma-fling of 9/3, with enclosed clips and notes of 9/2.and 9/3, come at a 
time of the most welcome of generally unwelcome time pressures. Howard brought with 
him a friend who is a proficient touch typist and I'm about to be forced away from 
this machine so he can start typing on it the notes for the appendix on which Howard 
has been engaged for two days. Small as this type face is it is comprehensible on 
reduction and makes otherwise impossible fl4otes possib.e. 

When it outs I'll have to get the new Buckley book! 

It is like ESP on the new Texas doings. I've sent or include some aspects. 

Not only does it look like a pre-emeptive campaign but there remains also the 
still unclear Securitu Associates Internation ploy, leak this week (to Earth News) 
saying the FBI was in on the offing. 

As miry of this moment pressures preclude rearranging the clips I have for 
copying. JL is going to see if he can get those papers from the DC newsstands. If 
he does he'll rearrange suitable for xeroxing. But I have those to 9/2 and expect 
others if they are not provided/ by JL. I expect my sources to continue to sand clips. 

Clue that may not be clues but possible indications of orchestrations are the 
fact that the Dallas and Houston papers used facsimiles of two different two-page 
letters that in each case are reproducted as on-epage when they are too long for that 
but would tit a single legal-sized xerox sheet. Neither was crampted for space,neither 
was from an original (I have the originals, they the remaining carbons) and both 
appeared within 24 hours. 

Both also managed to eliminate relevant info and documents. 

One of my sources may have his own complications. 

One other possibility that ought not be forgotten is that this stems from 
CIA countering of FBI ga screwing of CIA. In these parts only FBI is the target 
and in each case it is a very old story or one that could easily have been leaked 
years ago. 

The cross-country vibes are on the same frequency. I hope my immediate needs 
permit keeping up. Thanks and best, HW 9/6/75 /Ua.- 


